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THE 2010 OLYMPIC WINTER GAMES: U.S. MEDAL COUNT
Fre«tyl# Sbtiq (Ladies Moguri)

Find put what events you
should be watching tonight.
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FIND A SCHOLARSHIP

Ohio not to
follow suit on
plastic bag ban

•

By Lin Chaf.ti

University offers over $9 million in scholarships to students
Every year students have the chance to
receive anywhere from $50 to full tuition
by simply filling out an application.
The University, University's colleges and individual majors award millions of dollars a year to
students through scholarships. There are nearly
800 different scholarships available through the
University based on criteria such as merit, financial need, field of study and participation in a
specific program, organization or activity.
"Students need to make sure they thoroughly

Reporter

read the scholarships and make sure they meet all
the requirements," said Jasmine Schulz, executive
assistant to the dean and development coordinator for the College of Arts and Sciences. "Then
they need to apply for all the ones they qualify for
because the same person can be awarded more
than one scholarship."
Most scholarships for the 2010-11 academic
See MONEY | Page 2

CALLING ALL STUDENTS FOB UNBrttSfTY-WIDE SCHOLARSHIPS:

Ohio shoppers are still able to
use as many free plastic bags as
they want.
But in places like San
Francisco, which banned plastic
bags in March 2008, the question
of "paper or plastic" is irrelevant.
A representative for the Ohio
branch of the Environmental
Protection Agency said while
there have been several conversations to ban plastic bags
in Ohio, there are no plans to
implement a ban.
Gary Silverman, the director
ofsustainability at the University,
said the way to get the ban in

place would have to be done legislatively.
"There's really no difference in
the set up from San Francisco to
here, it's just a matter of political will," he said. "Whether or
not we're interested in doing the
right thing."
He said the ban itself is just
a minor change in lifestyle, but
can have a much larger overall
effect.
"There would be some minor
modifications in the way people live their lives now," he said.
"The long term though, would be
|that| we wouldn't be implicated
PLASTIC

;2

More than S9 million in aradonk Scholarships arc awarded.
S27 million are given in institutional grants and scholarship funds.
University offers one application for about 35-40 scholarships, fill out a
ii nil i(lali()ii scholarship annlication|P||p|psidered.
Deadline: April 30
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Moore said he has noticed mote people gang without plasrx begs throughout the semester He also
dams students have been using their book-bags and recyclable bags as substitutes lor the plastic bags.

-GENERAL SCHOLARSHIP
APPLICATIOTElRM CONSIDERS APNMTS FOR 12
SCHOLARSHIPS

SHIPS AND
KTAIUBLE

•GENERAL SCHOLARSHIP

USG stays neutral on
faculty unionization

GENERAL SCHOLARSHIP
DEADLINE FBt26

DEADLINE EEi.26

16 supportive votes, 15 votes
against it and one abstention.
The vote was originally tied with
The highly controversial resolu- 15 supports. 15 against and two
tion stating that Undergraduate abstentions, leaving the final
Student Government would decision of the vote up to Speaker
stay neutral on the stance of Leo Almeida, until Senator
the possible faculty union was Trevor Gilmore, who was one of
approved last night, but not with
the abstained, changed his vote
flying colors.
before Almeida announced his
The resolution, written by Off- decision.
Campus Senator Tim Gribble,
See USG | Page 2
was approved last night with
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By Matt Liasse
Reporter
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COURTNEY STELLAR

ITS IN THE BAG: Junior Erik Moore, bags a customer's groceries Monday evenng in Outtakrx
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WANT MORE SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION?
EDITORS NOTE: THE INFORMATION GATHERED WAS GATHERED FROM THE
VARIOUS ADMINISTRATORS AND THE UNIVERSITYS WEB SITE AND D0ESNT
NECESSARILY REFLECT ALL OF THE SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE FOR STUDENTS FOR MORE SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION CONTACT YOUR COLLEGE
OR LOG ONTO THE UNIVERSITYS HOMEPAGE.
COURTNEY STEUAR

Fact Box Sources: Scholarship information was gathered from vraious sources including Eric Bucks, Jasmine Schulz, Man Webb. Ellen Dalton and the University's Web page.

CAMPUS

FORUM

THE BG NWS

TAKE A STAHD: USG members show their support during the meeting held last night
Students spoke their opinions on the faculty unionization issue.

SPORTS
BG defeats Ball State

Peer-to-peer sharing

Astronomy is serious business

Undergraduate students in the nationally-

With Obama cutting back on the budget for

BG's gymnastics team took on the Ball

recognized peer education program

the space program, what was once considered a

State Cardinals and defeated them

present topics such as "Sex-tac-toe" and

milestone is all but obsolete in today's society says_

providing their fourth straight win this

"Condom Sense" | Page 3

columnist Kyle Schmidlin | flag* 4

season | Pagt 6

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
What would you give a scholarship for?
NATHAN COX
Senior. Marketing

.

"A curling scholarship." | Pag* 4
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Financial Aid, agreed.
"Students will shy away from
applications that require more
effort because it's another
thing they have to fit into their
schedule," he said. "But those
are the ones they should look
at because other people may
not apply."
A complete list of scholarships offered through the
University can be found at.sfa.
bgsu.edu/scholarship_search.
"There is money out there
to get, but it takes some
effort," Bucks said. "But why
wouldn't we put that effort
in if it can save us and our
family some money to go to
school?"

year are due between January
and April of this year.
While many scholarships
only require an application,
some may require additional
work such as an essay or interview.
"It floors me sometimes that
students don't find it worth it to
write a 300-500 word essay that
could get them free money,"
said Matt Webb, director of the
advising center for the College
of Health and Human Services.
Eric Bucks, associate director for the Office of Student

4:15 P.M.
Individuals were warned for loud
music within the 700 block of
Manville Avenue.

4:18 P.M.
Individual reported an unkown
person was ringing her doorbell and
g her within the 600 block of
E. Gypsy Lane.

625 P.M.
Individual reported loud music withn the 1000 block of Third Street.

PLASTIC

CORRECTION
POLICY

From Page 1
by all of this plastic."
Plastic bags are causing a
problem, according to the
Environmental Literacy Council,
an independent council that
researches various environmental problems. According to their
Web site, more than 500 billion
plastic bags are used each year,
and less than 1 percent of them
are recycled. The problem is
that most plastic bags are nonbiodegradable.
In January, the Department
of Environmental Protection
in Florida started to establish
guidelines to km plastic bags
by 2015.
This follows bans in other

We want to correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-372-6966.

Do you want

to see
blogs, archives,
polls and
more stories?
check us out online:
www.bgviews.

partsofthellnitedStates.sucbas
San FiandSCO and Washington
D.C., which passed a plastic bag
tax in June 2009 and was implemented last month.
The tax in Washington, DC,
means residents need to pay 5
cents for each plastic bag they
use in stores. The extra tax is
estimated to cost families in the
area S3 million in 2010, according to ELC's Web site.
EPA spokeswomen Karen
Thompson said the plastic bag
issue isn't being proposed in the
United States.
"There are no plans to make
this a national ban or tax," she
said.
Other countries like Ireland,
U.K., Australia and China have
implemented taxes on plastic
bags as early as 2002.

WWW.BGVIEWS.COM

USG
From Page 1
The resolution stales USG
will not choose a stance on the
unionization processor faculty,
but plans to have "no less of a
role in shared governance than
any one constituency group"
when and if the process does
occur.
The form was not agreed
on without some tense debate,
sparked by many guest speakers.
Hob Scbo. chair of the university board of trustees, stood
in front of the senate first,
applauding the efforts of USG
to not takea stand in a fight thai
did not concern them.
"Choosing to take a side on
a debate ... shows a degree of
restraint and thoughtfulness,"
said Sebo.
He said he agreed with
President Carol Cartwright's
comments, saying a collective
bargaining process would not
allow tlie University to achieve
some of its goals.
He concluded by praising
USG's progress, but did not offer
time to answer specific questions from the members, saying
some situations are being dealt
with by the administration and
he wasn't there to talk about the
pros and cons of the unionization process.
Provost Ken Borland then
took to the podium to share his
supportive view of the unionization process,
The work the University does
today will shape the progress

of the future, he said, add"The fact remains
ing the University is currently
doing good work and should
that you are here to
continue.
"Let's keep this our university," provide a voice to the
he said. "Every faculty member should be treated the same
students."
way."
Zach Tarvin | Student
As the guest speakers finished, different students shared
their view on the unionization who said tlie ordeal is like a parprocess and USG's decision on ent's divorce. Moore said this
"divorce" is needed because it's
the process,
Zach Tarvin. after sending an more like an abusive relatione-mail to the USG office this ship.
Currie made mention of the
week, spoke on his disapproval,
asking USG to reconsider their fact thai Mulgi and Basch are
supporting a resolution to stay
stance.
"The fact remains that you are neutral, while their comments
here to provide a voice to the are clearly voicing their opinstudents," Tarvin said. He said ions against a unionization prothe desicion to stay neutral was cess.
As the lime to vote on the reso"underscoring (he feelings of
resentment that Students ... haw lution approached, some final
opinions of some of the senators
towards USG."
He also brought attention to t be were shared.
"The administration brought
faculty, saying that the neutral resolution relates to a slap across their this upon themselves," Wells said.
face. He urged USG to continue "I don't like that we're staying neudoing nothing if they value lower tral."
Wells said while some profestuition than quality professors.
Tarvin received a standing ova- sors are contemplating leaving
tion by a number of Students as he the University for better benefits,
construction on new buildings
concluded his speech.
Both lacob Moore and Steve continues to happen on campus,
Currie also gave tlieir disapprov- saying'buildings never taught me
a damn thing."
ing opinion.
"Don't put it forward thai we're
Moore addressed the analogies given by President Sundeep just neutral." Mutgi said. "If we're
Mulgi and Vice President Kevin kepi out of the process, we're going
Basch, calling them both wrong. to raise hell."
To Mutgi, who referred to the
Mugti said he thinks it is good
unionization process being like thai USG didn't all vote the same
giving the facility a gun, Moore way, showing tliey haw various
said there is indeed a hypothet- opinions on the issue.
"We want to move forward in
ical gun that has aready shot
down the professors. To Basch, the best possible light for the stu-

ft

looking for a campus organization that

STANDS OUT?
Contact us
»* lhcnews@ibgnews.com, call us at 419-372-6966 or just swing by our
newsroom in 210 West Hall.

BUILD YOUR RESUME
GET REAL WORLD EXPERIENCE

The BG News
is now looking for reporters, copy editors, photographers, videographers, columnists
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"Home away from Home"
FOR RENTAL INFORMATION

THE CORNER OF CLOUGH AND MERCER, ONE BLOCK FROM CAMPUS

Call 419-354-3533 or visit villagegreen-bg.org
480 Lehman Avenue • Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

UNIVERSITY COURTS
UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
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Willow House 830 4th St.
1 Bdrm

Evergreen Apts 215 E Poe
Studios, 1 & 2 Bdrms - Close to Campus

Foxwood Manor 839 7th St.
1 Bdrm - Laundry on site, Close to Campus

5% off for all but studios

www.meccabg.com
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Peer educators recognized by
nation, offer model programs
By Emily Tucker
Reporter

Peer educators bring a new
meaning to education.
A group of about 15 undergraduate students participate in
the peer education program at
the University. Participants range
from freshmen to seniors who
partake in presentations meant
to help students.
Presentations cover a wide
variety of topics such as physical
activity, mental health and sexual
abuse. The peer education program is through the wellness connection and according to director
Faith Yingling. the alcohol and
sexual health presentations have
been the most popular.
Yingling said the University's
peer education program is so
strong that other universities
have used the program as a
model, such as the University
of Toledo.
"Other universities' peer education programs are not copies
of ours, but they look at our
tactics and try to use them,"
Yingling said.
Peer educators arc members
of tin' national organization
BACCHUS Network and Area 7, a
regional organization.
Yingling said the peer educators are nationally recognized.
They have gone to conferences
and have won national awards
like "best fundraiser" for their
"Condom Sense" program last
year, along with Yingling winning

"I love to learn and
educate others. It's
something I really
enjoy doing."
Kimberly Person | Peer educator

"best adviser."
"These conferences are a great
way for the peer educators to
have professional development
opportunities, network and meet
other students," she said.
Ashley Remer, a senior IPC
major, has been a peer educator for four years. She took I IMS
4400, a health and human service
course for peer education, her
freshman year and trained to be
a peer educator.
She presents most of the topics, but her favorites are "Sex-TacToe" and the drug and alcohol
presentations.
"My favorite part about being
a peer educator is giving the
presentations and meeting new
people each time," Reiner said.
Last November, Remer won
the "most outstanding student"
award at a national peer education convention in Orlando, Fla.
Remer is going to continue peer
education after she graduates at
the Swanton Area Community
Coalition in Swanton, Ohio. She
will be an advisor for S.E.E.D.
(Students Encouraging Educated
Decisions).
Kimberly Person, a sophomore
majoring in HUES, also hopes to

continue peer educating when
she graduates.
"I love to learn and educate others," Person said. "It's something I
really enjoy doing"
This year is Person's first as a
peer educator. She said she took
HHS 4400 last year, not knowing
what it was, but ended up being a
peer educator.
After realizing how much she
enjoyed the class, Person wanted
to further her knowledge in peer
education. She said she wanted
to hone her presentation skills
because peer educating started
to become an important part of
her life.
"You can help someone out
and help yourself out, too," she
said. "Peer educators show that
they are not afraid to talk about
those topics."
Person normally presents
sexual assault and awareness
presentations, like Remer, one
of her favorite presentations is
"Sex-Tac-Toe."
The peer educators meet at 7
p.m. every Tuesday in the Student
Recreational Center. Students
can request presentations on
the Web site, http://www.bgsu.
cdu/offices/sa/recwell/wcllness/
pageB2293.html.
If students are interested
in becoming a peer educator,
they can take the HHS 4400
course. If students cannot fit
this course into their schedule,
there will be peer education
training on Feb. 21 and Feb. 28
from noon until 6 p.m. in the
Student Recreation Center.

Center for Teaching and Learning
explores new methods for teachers
"There are better
ways of engaging
your students than
just the typical..."

By Jess James
Reporter

The University's Center for
Teaching and Learning (CTL)
prides itself on experimental
learning.
Located in 201 University
Hall, the CTL's mission statement is to support education
to achieve a creative learning
environment through innovative teaching techniques
while incorporating technology in the classroom.
The CTL was opened
in 1996 as part of former
University President Sidney
Kibeau'sConimunity Building
Initiative. Dedicated to providing professional development of all University educators, the CTL is divided into
eight distinct learning communities that focus on exploring new learning methods.
Anthony Fontana is a CTL
community member who is
also the co-facilitator of the
pedagogy and scholarship
in the Second Life program.
The University's Second Life
program is an online learning center where students can
interact with their instructors
as a digital avatar in a virtual
world.
"Second Life is a multiuser virtual environment,"
Fontana said. "It's sort of
like the Sims, except it is an
online world where educators
can create classrooms and
share information. It's like

Paul Cesarini | VCT chair

Facebook in 3-D."
Paul Cesarini is chair of the
VCT department and the leader
of another learning community
program. Active Learning and
the Transition to Digital. His
expertise in the field of active
learning will lead a topic session titled "The joy of teaching
large lecture hall classes."
"We will be focusing on the
idea that since you're teaching a large lecture hall doesn't
mean you're limited to talking at students for 75 minutes
twice a week," said Cesarini.
"There is a lot more to teaching than that. There are better
ways of engagi ng you r st udent s
than just the typical scantron
exams and large lecture hall
teaching styles."
Representatives from each
separate learning community
will be able to boast their teaching methods at this Friday's
Teaching and Learning Fair,
Taking place at 9:00 a.m. in
the Union Ballroom, the CTL
will celebrate the educating

FUTURE FALCONS CHECK OUT THEIR UNIVERSITY

learning.

A professor ol English ai
Florida State University. Yance)
is also the author ot Learning
bj Design: I In- Role ol ePori
folios in Fostering Intentional
Learning.'' Her presentation
will examine the importance ol
collecting a portfolio anil being
able to Irani from ones per

sonal reflection ot what thej
have learned.
Karen Meyers, the assis
tanl director at the Center foi
Teaching anil learning, said
Nanny's studies have made her

teaching techniques one ol the
most effective in furthering a
student's learning experience.
"A portfolio's most powerful
use is when students pul their
work in one ol these folders ...

thej spend some time reflecting
on what they learned," Meyers
said. "Essentially, It's thinking
about learning and making
connections through their own
individual progress.''

CAMPBELL HIILL
• $99 Security Deposit
per person w/ pg
• Furnished
• 1 Half & 1 Full Bath
• Full basement
• Air conditioned
• Washer/Dryer
• 2 BGSU Shuttle Stops
• Microwave
• Plenty ot Parking
• Dishwasher
• Garbage Disposal
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Admission to the Teaching
and Learning Fair is Iree and
will he open to nil educators
and students.
At 11:0(1 a in., the event's
keynote speaker will welcome
Kathleen Yancey, .i pioneer
in the field oi developmental
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3 Bedroom
Townhouses
• S99 Security Deposit
per person w/ pg
• Furnished
• 1 Half & 1 Full Bath
• Full basement
• Air conditioned
• Washer/Dryer
• 2 BGSU Shuttle Stops
• Microwave
• Plenty of Parking
• Dishwasher
• Garbage Disposal

Starting at

Starting at

$735/month

$900/month

♦ UWttM

Greenbriar, Inc.

(419)352-0717

www.greenbriarrentals.com

PERUSING: Campus was busy on Presidents Day with future students exploring the University. Different events and tables were set up throughout the day to inform and entertain guests.

Visit us
online at

WINTHROP TERRACE
& SUMMIT TERRACE

www.bgviewscom

APARTMENTS

FRUGAL
FALCON$
What rs the main difference
between debit cards and
credit cards?

u

2

A. Debit cards charge a
higher interest rate than
credit cards
B. Debit cards work tike a
check while credit cards
work like a loan
C. They're really the same
thing and can be used
interchangeably
t H1MSNV

Sounc CMheounvorg
Brought to you by:

STLDENl-vioNEY
BGSU.
www. bgtu «d u/smmi
419.372.2252
and

GLASS CITY
FEDERAL
CREDIT UNION

ALSO INCLUDED
Two Outdoor Pools
On-Site Laundry Facilities
24 Hour Emergency Maintenance
New Kitchen Cabinet & Appliances
Rent Payable Online
Lease Renewal Bonuses
Referral Award Bonuses
Friendly Staff
Off Street & Guest Parking
Air Conditioning
Recycling Program

520 E. Reed St. $525/month l
525 E. Merry St. $525/month i '
5Q7 E. Merry St. $525/month ipin
r

GAS/HEAT/HOT WATER/COOKING

WATER

HIGH SPEED INTERNET

STOP BY
AND SEE US
No Appointments Necessary

PRIVATE CAMPUS SHUTTLE

400 E. Napoleon Rd.
419-352-9135

BASIC CABLE

winthrop@gerdenich.com
www.winthropterrace.com

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620

www.newloverentals.com

• Two bedroom apartments

• Close to Campus
• Furnished/Unfurnished

FORUM

"There's money out there to get, but it takes some effort. But why wouldn't we put
that effort in if it can save us and our family some money to go to school?"
-Eric Bucks, associate director, on financial aid [see story, pg. 1].
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What would you give a scholarship for?

"People from a

"Being in the color

"For being a

"For being the middle

single-parent

guard"

Republican."

child."

&

VISIT US AT
BCVIEWS.COM

Have your own take on

household."

today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
ANGELICA TORRES
Senior.
Marketing

DREMA WILLIAMS,

NICK DERKSEN.
Senior.
Political Science

AMBER HATTEN,
Freshman.
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Astronomy-based endeavors have more
importance than is given in our society
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FALCON SCREECH
where we read a lot of short stones. The next idiot who
says "This would make a great anime!" will get punched in the face.
Grow up.
-SICK OF ANIME
Skinny |eans are the worst things ever to happen to guys' pants.
They look horrific in general and downright disgusting on guys. If
you're stupid enough to wear those nasty pants. I hope your balls
strangle and you are unable to produce obnoxious, hipster children.
-GET SOME REAL PANTS
The "Pay to Print" thing is f-mg ridiculous. As students, we should
be outraged! This is just one more way to rip us off! We need to do
some"1
-ANOTHER FEE? THANKS. BG!
So Alicia, your Letter to the Editor "Sex is worth waiting for.
very passionate. I was just wondering if you are married and if you.
fact, I ;ve sex? If not. I

"

strange that you can "accu-

forgetl
ty of >ex.
It is great you've made your own decision about your relationships
and your own body, but next time you decide to cast |udgment on

In 1961. President John I- Kennedy
declared thai the United Slates
would put a man on the moon
and return him lo liarth hy the
end of die decade.
I le «vas right.
And we haven't been back in
almost 40 years.
Now,
President
Barack
Obama has virtually scrapped
a National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA)
program, directing funds away
from a proposed lunar expedition and toward the development of technology.
The Constellation program was
intended to put men back on the
moon with the longer-term goal
of establishing a lunar base. New
rockets were being developed
to achieve diis goal, but NASA
never even got the first one, Ares
I, completed. Budget constraints
have forced a scaling back of
Constellation, focusing instead
on projects like being able to refuel spacecraft in orbit, according to
the Washington Post.
Such a program is not insignificant, but it also doesn't come

close to matching the scope
of the questions the science
of astronomy and NASA try to
address.
The decision has generated
much controversy in the space,
technology and scientific communities and is reflective of a
long-standing rivalry between
political powers and science
It is not known precisely how
much Constellation would
have cost had it been allowed
to continue, but even the highest estimates don't come close
to the immense defense budget. The underlying message,
that we can't afford to go back
into space (or do any number
of other worthwhile social programs) because we have wars
on Earth to fight, is worse than
ignorant — it's terrifying.
Obama's cut also reflects a
division between science and
technology. Whereas science is
fundamentally about the pursuit
of an advanced understanding,
technology is a practical manifestation of scientific discoveries to
improve human life.
It is for this reason that science programs are often among
the first to be ait wherever cuts
may need to be made by public
schools or the national government. The cynical view that certain sciences, particularly astron-

The significance of the photo
was staggering. Carl Sagan, the
famous Cornell astronomer
and host of PBS's "Cosmos,"
delivered an eloquent, moving
speech regarding the photograph and its significance to
the human condition, saying,
"Our posturings, our imagined
self-importance, the delusion
that we have some privileged
position in the Universe, are
challenged by this point of
pale light."
On the surface, the sentence
might appear depressing—if the
Earth is so insignificant, what's
the point of it all? But the takehome message isn't that there
isn't any point. Rather, Sagan
was saying it makes no sense to
have such bloodshed and greed
merely so some group of people
"could become the momentary
masters of a fraction of a dot."
The importance of astronomy cannot be overstated.
Perhaps human interest in the
subject is merely idle curiosity.
But if idle curiosities can reveal
the kinds of profound insights
Sagan's pale blue dot offers,
they are worth every penny
spent pursuing them.

omy, don't offer human beings
any practical benefit still lingers
in America.
Of course, technology would
not be possible without science
driving it forward. NASAs decision to focus on the technological
side of their work is regrettable, for
although technology does have
much to offer us — cell phones,
GPS units, the Internet — none
of these would be possible without, for example, Einstein's general relativity, a purely scientific
endeavor concocted in the mind
of one of the most brilliant men
to ever live.
But science can offer so much
more than technological niceties.
Some of the greatest thinkers of all
mankind—Aristotle, Copernicus,
Newton — looked to the sky and
tried to explain what they saw
scientifically. John Locke, the
famous English philosopher who
is credited as a primary inspiration for the American Revolution,
appealed to the authority of the
emerging science of his time.
In 1990, the Voyager spacecraft
was nearly 4 billion miles away
from Earth. It took several pictures at that distance of the solar
system's planets, including Earth.
From that distance, Earth looked
like nothing more than a pale blue
dot, a nickname which has stuck
with the photograph ever since.

Respond lo Kyle at
theiiews&jgnews.com

people taking advantage of the sexual prime in their life, maybe you
should be a little more informed.
-SEXUAL SUGGESTIONS
Dear University staff in charge of plowing lot 12:

True exceptionality is more than skin deep

: tying $100 to park my car on-campus about a mile away
from any signs of life. I would greatly appreciate it if you would sufficiently plow the week-old'snow out of the parking spots when no
cars are in them. I really enjoyed being late for class today when I
had to dig my cat's tires out of a snowpile with a windowscraper
because the only spot available was near a giant snow drift and
there was no one there to help me.
-ICE PICKER
I am so frustrated that I have to take a technology class for my
major that teaches me how to use a computer! We live in the technology age and I am pissed off that I have to take this class that
teaches me how to open Microsoft Word and Powerpoint! Really
people, you don't know how to use word-processing software? What
are you? Am
-WHY??
Thanks to the University for canceling classes last week at the
Firelands campus, but not at the main campus. We commuters really
appreciated the drive in the snow.
-DAMAGED DRIVER

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at thenews@bgnews.com.
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-372-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hail
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.

THE BG NEWS
GINA POTTHOFF, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

What do you get when you combine Pabst Blue Ribbon, vintage
flannel, a 64 gig iPod, and smug
sense of superiority? 1 don't need
to tell you, do 1? You probably
have alieady conjured an image
of a friend or acquaintance and
have a pretty good idea of the
word, the moniker, the label, that
I am about to write next: Hipster.
We all know who I'm talking
about. We might know a few (or
even be!) hipsters ourselves. It's
hard to pin down a single defining
schema for the trust hind babies
and tortured artists of our generation, but I'm going to try anyway.
In my experience, Hipsters are
like pornography— it isn't as easy
as you'd think to define what it is,
but you definitely know it when
you see it.

Each generation has its own
unique sub-cultural phenomenon. Our parents had the Hippies,
our older siblings had the Punks
and from the looks of things,
we're stuck with the Hipsters. I'm
not trying to write a rant condemning all Hipsters (although
with sufficient reader feedback IU
be happy to!) instead I'm just trying to make sense of what seems
to be one of our generation's most
visible cultural products.
First things first though. What
is a Hipster? Is it the knowledge
of obscure bands and artists? Is it
their love of Pabst Blue Ribbon? Is
it their futile striving for "authenticity" and uniqueness? A highly
developed sense of iro'ny? An
appreciation for music and culture that is inaccessible through
normal venues? It's hard to say.
I myself prefer to listen to styles
of music that aren't normally
played on the radio and have
been known to enjoy bargain
basement beer myself. Does this
in fact make me a (gasp!) Hipster?
I don't think so, although one of
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all of us, but it takes a lot of effort
to get others to acknowledge your
uniqueness. At the end of the day,
your individuality is a matter of
what you do. You might have the
fashion repertoire to pull off your
indie/punk/emo/ scene aesdietic without looking ridiculous,
you might even look spectacular,
but consumer habits are a pretty
shallow way to assert yourself.
Taking the time and money to
build a vintage rmml collection
and perfect "look" does prove that
you are different from everyone
else. It proves thai you are more
superficial than everyone else.
It's a degrading thing to be
exactly like everyone else Feeling
mundane can lead to feelings of
mediocrity, unworthiness, and
apathy. It's perfectly natural to
want to be exceptional But if your
exceptionality is only skin-deep
then its time to ask yourself. Am
I a Hipster?

FIND OUT WHAT BGYIEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!
TOP NEWS STORIES
The site is updated daily
with stories from me
paper and online extras

ALAINA BUZAS. PHOTO EDITOR
210 West Hall

the surest signs of Hipsterdom is
the refusal to identify themselves
as a Hipster. I would say that it
has more to do with a continual
quest lo be original. However,
real originality would require a
creativity and boldness that most
people don't possess. As a result,
appearing original is the next
best thing.
This doesn't necessarily mean
that Hipsters are self-absorbed.
Indeed, the Hipster conscience
flinches at the thought of sweat
shops, groupthink, and passive
consumer culture. American
Apparel, for example, has been
totally embraced by Hipsters
because of its labor practices.
Shopping there makes them feel
like they're spending money in
the right place. Sure it costs a tittle
extra, but who ever said authenticity was cheap? Activism is a lot
of work, but for those with a good
deal of disposable income, paying the extra six bucks is probably
very reassuring.
That's the irony of Hipsterhood.
The desire to be special is a part of

GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words. These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area Two submissions per
month maximum.

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns aie printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenewsQbgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column" All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before printing. The
editor may change the headlines to
submitted columns and letters at his
or her discretion
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News
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Unemployed Ohio
man chills out in
extreme igloo

Investigators seek
cause of deadly
Illinois fire

Dem. Sen. Evan
Bayh says he won't
seek 3rd term

Administration
flexible'on 9/11
trial venue

Execution set for
murder of Fla.
wildlife officer

Ex-Clinton
prosecutor named
Baylor president

AQUILLA. Ohio (AP)-Its
quite the man cave.

CICERO. III. (AP)-Firefighters
are sifting through a burned-out
home in a Chicago suburb, trying
to pinpoint the cause of a weekend
blaze that killed seven people,
including a 3-day-old baby

INDIANAPOLIS (AP)
- Democratic Sen Evan Bayh says
he will not run for a third term in
Congress.

WASHINGTON (AP)-The .
Obama administration prefers a
civilian trial for the alleged 9/11
mastermind, but says that in the
face of public and political opposition it must be open to a military
tribunal.

ST. PETERSBURG. Fla.
(AP)- Margaret "Peggy" Park
thought she had found her dream
job. Three years out of Ohio State
University and just 26. she was
working as a Florida wildlife officer
patrolling the lush Brooker Creek
nature preserve near Tampa.

WACO Texas (AP)-Kenneth
Starr, the former independent pros
ecutor whose work led to President
Bill Clinton's impeachment, has
been named president of Baylor
University.

Jimmy Grey says he's been
out of work for almost a year and
needed a project to stay busy So
with the heavy snowfall this winter,
the 25-year-old laborer got to work
on an extreme igloo in his family's
yard in Aquilla (ah-KWIL'-uh).
about 30 miles east of Cleveland.
His four-room creation has 6foot ceilings and an entertainment
room. He powers the TV with an
extension cord plugged into an
outlet in the garage. He also ran
wires for cable television with surround-sound stereo.

Ron Opalecky. an assistant fire
marshal in Ckero. told reporters
Monday that fire officials believe
the blaze started in the rear of the
home, which had several two- and
three-bedroom apartments.
It was unclear how many people
lived in the building.
Neighbors, meanwhile, are
remembering those who died in
Sundays fire.

Grey says candles help add
ambiance for nighttime get-togethers with friends, and the freezing
temperatures mean that the beer
never goes warm.

Esther Soto described one of
the victims as an adorable 3-yearold boy who would come over and
give people hugs and kisses
The Cook County medical
examiner's office says preliminary
autopsy results are expected to be
available later Monday

Bayh said at a news conference
in Indianapolis on Monday that he
believed he would have been reelected despite "the current challenging environment" in Congress.

In an interview published
Monday in The New York Times.
Attorney General Eric Holder
said, "I have to be more forceful in
advocating for why I believe these
are trials that should be held on the
civilian side"

He attributed his decision to the
bitter partisan divides that have
dominated Congress in recent
years, though he praised his colleagues as hard workers devoted to
public service.

However. Holder did not rule
out a military trial for Khalid Sheikh
Mohammed, saying. 'You have to
be flexible.

Bayh says it is time for him to
"contribute to society in another
way," either by creating jobs with a
business, leading .a college or university, or running a charity.

Vice President Joe Biden
defended the White House from
critics of its approach to prosecuting accused terrorists, saying in
interviews aired Sunday that it is
not yet clear where Mohammed
and four other Sept II suspects
held at the U.S. military prison at
Guantanamo Bay. Cuba, will be
tried.

His decision leaves Democrats
at risk of losing the Senate seat
in the November election after
Bayh had raised $13 million for his
campaign.

However. Biden said he believes
Mohammed will be found guilty
regardless of the venue.

The world's largest Baptist
university announced Monday
that Starr would be the Waco
schools 14th president. The 63year-old Starr has been the dean of
Pepperdme University s School of
Law in Malibu. Calif, since 2004

Her life ended suddenly on Dec
13.1984. after she happened upon
two teenagers in the woods with
a stolen gun One of them. Martin
Edward Grossman, then 19. brutally beat Park with her flashlight
and. prosecutors said, finished her
off with a shot to the back of the
head from her own gun. He was
convicted of first-degree murder

Starr was appointed to investigate the Whitewater land deal
involving Clinton and his affair
with White House intern Monica
Lewinsky. Many Democrats feel
Starr's investigation was politically
motivated Clinton was impeached
but not convicted

Grossman, after 24 years on
death row, is scheduled to be
executed by lethal injection at
6 p.m. Tuesday at Florida State
Prison near Starke.

Starr replaces John M. Lilley.
who was fired as Baylor's president
m 2008

"It's long overdue." said
Margaret Park, the victim's 79-yearold mother who lives in suburban
Columbus. Ohio. "He had very
good representation all the way
through. I think he's been treated
very fairly by the state of Florida.
I don't take any pleasure in an
execution, but it's time"

The announcement on Baylor's
Web sue says Starr will be introduced Tuesday.

Relatives wonder how Alabama professor in slaying was hired
Professor charged in shooting may have been upset over denied tenure, possible job loss; had violent history in shooting of brother
By Desire* Hunter and Kristin
Hall

shotgun at their Braintree, Mass., flee," he said.
Sylvia Fluckiger, a lab technihome. She told police at the time
The Associated Press
that she had been trying to learn cian who worked with Bishop at
how to use the gun. which her the time, said Bishop had been in
HUNTSV1LLE, Ala. — Grieving father had bought for protection, a dispute with Rosenberg shortly
before the bombs were discovrelatives of three professors when it accidentally discharged.
Authorities released her and ered, though she didn't know the
gunned down at a university
faculty meeting questioned why said the episode was a tragic- nature of the disagreement.
"It was common knowledge,"
their accused colleague was hired accident. She was never charged,
despite a dispute with a former though current Braintree police she told the AP Sunday.
Bishop told Fluckiger she was
boss who received a pipe bomb Chief l^ul hazier questions how
questioned by police.
and the shooting death of her the investigation was handled.
"They must have had their reaIn another incident,The Boston
brother.
Amy Bishop is charged in the (ilobe reported Bishop and her sons," Fluckiger said.
The widower and two stepthree deaths and the wounding of husband were questioned by
three other professors at a meet- investigators looking into a pipe daughters of one of the professors
ing Friday at the University of bomb sent to one of Bishop's col- killed said they were shocked that
Alabama in HuntsvUle. She was leagues, Dr. Paul Rosenberg, at Bishop was hired by the univervocal in her resentment over being Children's Hospital Boston in sity, given her past.
"I think they need to do a little
denied tenure and the looming 1993. ITie bomb did not go off,
more investigation when comloss of her teaching post, though and nobody was ever charged.
Bishop's father-in-law, lim ing down to hiring teachers and
relatives and students said she
had never suggested she might Anderson, told The Associated things like that. Maybe looking a
Press his son and daughter-in- little deeper into their past about
become violent.
The outbreak of violence was law "were cleared when the evi- certain things. This is a lot comfollowed by a weekend of revela- dence proved they had nothing ing out ... It's a shocker." said
Melissa Davis, whose stepmothtions that Bishop had a difficult to do with it."
He said ATF conducted the er was Maria Itagland Davis, on
past that she did not discuss with
ABC's "Good Morning America"
investigation.
her Alabama colleagues.
"They focused on the wrong on Monday.
In 1986, Bishop shot and killed
Her sister liitashia Davis said
her 18-year-old brother with a persons and let the bad guy(s)
INTELLIGENT
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she was angry and questioned
how Bishop was hired by the
school with her background.
Still, those who knew Bishop
said nothing suggested she might
become violent. Several family
members, friends and students
Said the intelligent and-at times
awkward teacher seemed normal
in the hours before police say she
opened fire in a faculty meeting
Friday afternoon.
Investigators have declined
to discuss a motive, but Bishop
didn't hide her displeasure over
the fact she'd been denied tenure
— a type of job-for-life security
afforded to academics.
Police say the gun she's accused
of using in the Alabama shooting
wasn't registered, and investigators don't know how or where she
got it.
Bishop, who has four children,
was arrested soon after the shooting and charged with capital murder. Three counts of attempted
murder were tiled against Bishop
over the weekend, according to
jail records. Her husband was
detained and questioned by

TODAY'S

police but has not been charged.
lames Anderson said his wife
had an attorney but would not say
who it was. He declined further
comment to The Associated Press
on Sunday. However, he told the
Chronicle of Higher Education
earlier in the day that he had no
idea his wife had a gun — nor did
he know of any threats or plans
to carry out the shooting when
he dropped her off at the faculty
meeting Friday.
lust after the shooting,
Anderson told the Chronicle, she
called and asked him to pick her
up. She never mentioned the
shooting, he said.
UAH student Andrew Cole was
in Bishop's anatomy class Friday
morning and said she seemed
perfectly normal.
Kourtney Lattimore, 19, a

sophomore studying nursing
who had Bishop for anatomy
and physiology courses, said she
didn't notice anything out of the _
ordinary.
"She was fine. It was a nonnal
day," Lattimore said.
Bishop had worked closely
for three years with Dick Reeves,
who had been CEO of BizTech,
which had been working with
her to market a cell incubator she
invented to replace traditional
equipment used in live cell cultures. Bishop often mentioned
the issue of tenure in their discussions, Reeves said.
"It was important to her," he
said.
However, the two had spoken as early as Wednesday, and
Reeves said she showed no signs
of distress.
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"There's money out there to get, but it takes some effort. But why wouldn't we put
that effort in if it can save us and our family some money to go to school?"
-Eric Bucks, associate director, on financial aid [see story, pg. 1].
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FALCON SCREECH
I'm in a class where we read a lol of short stories. The next idiot who
says "This would make a great anime!" will get punched in the face.
Grow up.
-SICK OF ANIME
Skinny jeans are the worst things ever to happen to guys' pants.
They look horrific in general and downright disgusting on guys If
you're stupid enough to wear those nasty pants, I hope your balls
strangle and you are unable to produce obnoxious, hipster children.
-GET SOME REAL PANTS
The "Pay to Print" thing is f-ing ridiculous. As students, we should
be outraged! This is just one more way to rip us off! We need to do
something!
-ANOTHER FEE? THANKS. BG!
So Alicia, your Letter to the Editor "Sex is worth waiting for..." was
very passionate. I was just wondering if you are married and if you.
in fact, have sex? If not, I think it's pretty strange that you can "accurately" describe the unforgettable beauty of sex.
It is great you've made your own decision about your relationships
and yout own body, but next time you decide to cast judgment on
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Astronomy-based endeavors have more
importance than is given in our society
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In 1961, President John E Kennedy
declared that the United States
would put a man on the moon
and return him to Earth by the
end of the decade.
He was right.
And we haven't been back in
almost 40 years.

Now, President Barack
Obama has virtually scrapped
a National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA)
program, directing funds away
from a proposed lunar expedition and toward the development of technology.
The Constellation program was
intended to put men back on the
moon with the longer-term goal
of establishing a lunar base. New
rockets were being developed
to achieve this goal, but NASA
never even got the first one, Ares
1, completed. Budget constraints
have forced a scaling back of
Constellation, focusing instead
on projects like being able to refuel spacecraft in orbit, according to
the Washington Post
Such a program is not insignificant, but it also doesn't come

close to matching the scope
of the questions the science
of astronomy and NASA try to
address.
The decision has generated
much controversy in the space,
technology and scientific communities and is reflective of a
long-standing rivalry between
political powers and science.
It is not known precisely how
much Constellation would
have cost had it been allowed
to continue, but even the highest estimates don't come close
to the immense defense budget. The underlying message,
that we can't afford to go back
into space (or do any number
of other worthwhile social programs) because we have wars
on Earth to fight, is worse than
ignorant — it's terrifying.
Obama's cut also reflects a
division between science and
technology. Whereas science is
fundamentally about the pursuit
of an advanced understanding,
technology is a practical manifestation of scientific discoveries to
improve human life.
It is for this reason that science programs are often among
the first to be cut wherever cuts
may need to be made by public
schools or the national government The cynical view that certain sciences, particularly astron-

omy, don't offer human beings
any practical benefit still lingers
in America
Of course, technology would
not be possible without science
driving it forward. NASAs decision to focus on the technological
side of their work is regrettable, for
although technology does have
much to offer us — cell phones,
GPS units, the Internet — none
of these would be possible without, for example, Einstein's general relativity, a purely scientific
endeavor concocted in the mind
of one of the most brilliant men
to ever live.
But science can offer so much
more than technological niceties.
Some of the greatest thinkers of all
mankind—Aristotle, Copernicus,
Newton — looked to the sky and
tried to explain what they saw
scientifically, lohn Locke, the
famous English philosopher who
is credited as a primary inspiration for the American Revolution,
appealed to the authority of the
emerging science of his time
In 1990, the Voyager spacecraft
was nearly 4 billion miles away
from Earth. It took several pictures at that distance of the solar
system's planets, including Earth.
From that distance. Earth looked
like nothing more than a pale blue
dot, a nickname which has stuck
with the photograph ever since.

The significance of the photo
was staggering. Carl Sagan, the
famous Cornell astronomer
and host of PBS's "Cosmos,"
delivered an eloquent, moving
speech regarding the photograph and its significance to
the human condition, saying,
"Our posturings, our imagined
self-importance, the delusion
that we have some privileged
position in the Universe, are
challenged by this point of
pale light."
On the surface, the sentence
mightappear depressing—if the
Earth is so insignificant, whats
the point of it all? But the takehome message isn't that there
isn't any point Rather, Sagan
was saying it makes no sense to
have such bloodshed and greed
merely so some group of people
"could become the momentary
masters of a fraction of a dot."
The importance of astronomy cannot be overstated.
Perhaps human interest in the
subject is merely idle curiosity.
But if idle curiosities can reveal
the kinds of profound insights
Sagan's pale blue dot offers,
they are worth every penny
spent pursuing them.
Respond to Kyle at
lhenews@bgnews.com

people taking advantage of the sexual prime in their life, maybe you
should be a little more informed.
-SEXUAL SUGGESTIONS
Dear University staff in charge of plowing lot 12:

True exceptionality is more than skin deep

If I'm paying $100 to park my car on-campus about a mile away
from any signs of life, I would greatly appreciate it if you would sufficiently plow the week-old'snow out of the parking spots when no
cars are in them. I really enjoyed being late for class today when I
had to dig my car's tires out of a snowpile with a wmdowscraper
because the only spot available was near a giant snow drift and
there was no one there to help me.
-ICE PICKER
I am so frustrated that I have to take a technology class for my
major that teaches me how to use a computer! We live in the technology age and I am pissed off that I have to take this class that
teaches me how to open Microsoft Word and Powerpoint! Really
people, you don't know how to use word-processing software? What
are you? Amish?
-WHY??
Thanks to the University for canceling classes last week at the
Firelands campus, but not at the main campus. We commuters really
appreciated the drive in the snow.
-DAMAGED DRIVER

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at thenews(Sbgnewsxom.
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-572-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West HalL
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.

THE BG NEWS
GINA POTTHOFF, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 434051 Phone: (419) 372-6966
E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgviews.com
Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 372-2606

Each generation has its own
unique sub-cultural phenomenon. Our parents had the Hippies,
our older siblings had the Punks
and from the looks of things,
we're stuck with the Hipsters. I'm
not trying to write a rant condemning all Hipsters (although
What do you get when you com- • with sufficient reader feedback I'd
bine Pabst Blue Ribbon, vintage be happy to!) instead I'm just tryflannel, a 64 gig iPod, and smug ing to make sense of what seems
sense of superiority? I don't need to be one of our generation's most
to tell you, do I? You probably visible cultural products
First things first though. What
have already conjured an image
of a friend or acquaintance and is a Hipster? Is it the knowledge
have a pretty good idea of the of obscure bands and artists? Is it
word, the moniker, the label, that their love of Pabst Blue Ribbon? Is
I am about to write next Hipster. it their futile striving for "authenWe all know who I'm talking ticity" and uniqueness? A highly
about. We might know a few (or developed sense of irdny? An
even be!) hipsters ourselves. It's appreciation for music and culhard to pin down a single defining ture that is inaccessible through
schema for the trust fund babies normal venues? It's hard to say.
and tortured artists of our gener- I myself prefer to listen to styles
ation, but I'm going to try anyway. of music that aren't normally
In my experience, Hipsters are played on the radio and have
like pornography—it isn't as easy been known to enjoy bargain
as you'd think to define what it is, basement beer myself. Does this
but you definitely know it when in fact make me a (gasp!) Hipster?
you see it
I dont think so, although one of

k

the surest signs of Hipsterdom is
the refusal to identify themselves
as a Hipster. I would say that it
has more to do with a continual
quest to be original. However,
real originality would require a
creativity and boldness that most
people don't possess. As a result,
appearing original is the next
best thing.
This doesn't necessarily mean
that Hipsters are self-absorbed
Indeed, the Hipster conscience
flinches at the thought of sweat
shops, groupthink, and passive
consumer culture. American
Apparel, for example has been
totally embraced by Hipsters
because of its labor practices.
Shopping there makes them feel
like they're spending money in
the right place Sure it costs a little
extra, but who ever said authenticity was cheap? Activism is a lot
of work, but for those with a good
deal of disposable income paying the extra six bucks is probably
very reassuring.
That's the irony of Hipsterhood.
The desire to be special is a part of

all of us, but it takes a lot of effort
to get others to acknowledge your
uniqueness. At the end of the day,
your individuality is a matter of
what you da Vfou might have the
fashion repertoire to pull off your
indie/punk/emo/ scene aesthetic without looking ridiculous,
you might even look spectacular,
but consumer habits are a pretty
shallow way to assert yourself.
Taking the time and money to
build a vintage record collection
and perfect "look" does prove that
you are different from everyone
else. It proves that you are more
superficial than everyone else
It's a degrading thing to be
exactly like everyone else Feeling
mundane can lead to feelings of
mediocrity, unworthiness, and
apathy. It's perfectly natural to
want to be exceptional. But if your
exceptionality is only skin-deep
then its time to ask yourself. Am
I a Hipster?
Respond to Mike al
thenews@bgnews.com
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Unemployed Ohio
man chills out in
extreme igloo

Investigators seek
cause of deadly
Illinois fire

AQUILLA. Ohio (AP)-Its
quite the man cave.

CICERO. III. (AP)-Firefighters
are sifting through a burned-out
home in a Chicago suburb, trying
to pinpoint the cause of a weekend
blaze that killed seven people,
including a 5-day-old baby.

Jimmy Grey says he's been
out of wonV (or almost a year and
needed a project to stay busy. So
with the heavy snowfall this winter,
the 25-year-old laborer got to work
on an extreme igloo in his family's
yard in Aquilla (ah-KWIL'-uh).
about 30 miles east of Cleveland.
His four-room creation has 6foot ceilings and an entertainment
room. He powers the TV with an
extension cord plugged into an
outlet in the garage. He also ran
wires for cable television with surround-sound stereo.
Grey says candles help add
ambiance for nighttime get-togethers with friends, and the freezing
temperatures mean that the beer
never goes warm.

Ron Opalecky, an assistant fire
marshal in Cicero, told reporters
Monday that fire officials believe
the blaze started in the rear of the
home, which had several two- and
three-bedroom apartments.
It was unclear how many people
lived in the building.
Neighbors, meanwhile, are
remembering those who died in
Sunday's fire.
Esther Soto described one of
the victims as an adorable 5-yearold boy who would come over and
give people hugs and kisses.
The Cook County medical
examiner's office says preliminary
autopsy results are expected to be
available later Monday.

Dem. Sen. Evan
Bayh says he won't
seek 3rd term

INDIANAPOLIS (AP)
- Democratic Sen Evan Bayh says
he will not run for a third term in
Congress.
Bayh said at a news conference
in Indianapolis on Monday that he
believed he would have been reelected despite "the current challenging environment" in Congress

BGNEWS
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Administration
'flexible on 9/11
trial venue

Execution set for
murder of Fla.
wildlife officer

WASHINGTON (AP)-The .
Obama administration prefers a
civilian trial for the alleged 9/11
mastermind, but says that in the
face of public and political opposition it must be open to a military
tribunal.

ST. PETERSBURG. Fla.
(AP)- Margaret "Peggy" Park
thought she had found her dream
job. Three years out of Ohio State
University and just 26. she was
working as a Florida wildlife officer
patrolling the lush Brooker Creek
nature preserve near Tampa.

In an interview published
Monday in The New York Times.
Attorney General Eric Holder
said. "I have to be more forceful in
advocating for why I believe these
are trials that should be held on the
civilian side"

He attributed his decision to the
bitter partisan divides that have
dominated Congress in recent
years, though he praised his colleagues as hard workers devoted to
public service.

However. Holder did not rule
out a military trial for Khalid Sheikh
Mohammed, saying. 'You have to
be flexible "

Bayh says it is time for him to
"contribute to society in another
way." either by creating jobs with a
business, leading .a college or university, or running a charity.

Vice President Joe Biden
defended the White House from
critics of its approach to prosecuting accused terrorists, saying in
interviews aired Sunday that it is
not yet clear where Mohammed
and four other Sept. II suspects
held at the U.S. military prison at
Guanlanamo Bay. Cuba, will be
tried.

His decision leaves Democrats
at risk of losing the Senate seat
in the November election after
Bayh had raised $13 million for his
campaign.

However, Biden said he believes
Mohammed will be found guilty
regardless of the venue.

Her life ended suddenly on Dec.
13.1984. after she happened upon
two teenagers in the woods with
a stolen gun One of them. Martin
Edward Grossman, then 19. brutally beat Park with her flashlight
and, prosecutors said, finished her
off with a shot to the back of the
head horn her own gun. He was
convicted of first-degree murder
Grossman, after 24 years on
death row. is scheduled to be
executed by lethal injection at
6 p.m. Tuesday at Florida State
Prison near Starke.
"It's long overdue," said
Margaret Park, the victim's 79 yearold mother who lives in suburban
Columbus. Ohio. "He had very
good representation all the way
through. I think he's been treated
very fairly by the state of Florida
I don't take any pleasure in an
execution, but it's time."

Ex-Clinton
prosecutor named
Baylor president
WACO Texas (AP)-Kenneth
Starr, the former independent prosecutor whose work led to President
Bill Clinton's impeachment, has
been named president of Baylor
• University.
The world's largest Baptist
university announced Monday
that Starr would be the Waco
school's 14th president. The 63year-old Starr has been the dean of
Pepperdine University's School of
Law in Malibu. Calif., since 2004
Starr was appointed to investigate the Whitewater land deal
involving Clinton and his affair
with White House intern Monica
Lewinsky Many Democrats feel
Starrs investigation was politically
motivated. Clinton was impeached
but not convicted
Starr replaces John M. Lilley.
who was fired as Baylor's president
in 2008
The announcement on Baylor's
Web site says Starr will be introduced Tuesday.

Relatives wonder how Alabama professor in slaying was hired
Professor charged in shooting may have been upset over denied tenure, possible job loss; had violent history in shooting of brother
By D«si r«€ Hunter and Kriitin
Hall

shotgun at their Braintree, Mass., flee," he said.
Sylvia Fluckiger, a lab technihome. She told police at the time
The Associated Press
that she had been trying to learn cian who worked with Bishop at
how to use the gun, which her the time, said Bishop had been in
HUNTSVILLE, Ala. — Grieving father had bought for protection, a dispute with Rosenberg shortly
before the bombs were discovrelatives of three professors when it accidentally discharged.
Authorities released her and ered, though she didn't know the
gunned down at a university
faculty meeting questioned why said the episode was a tragic nature of the disagreement.
"It was common knowledge,"
their accused colleague was hired accident She was never charged,
despite a dispute with a former though current Braintree police she told the AP Sunday.
Bishop told Fluckiger she was
boss who received a pipe bomb Chief Paul Frazier questions how
questioned by police.
and the shooting death of her the investigation was handled.
"They must have had their reaIn another incident, The Boston
brother.
Amy Bishop is charged in the Globe reported Bishop and her sons," Fluckiger said.
The widower and two stepthree deaths and the wounding of husband were questioned by
three other professors at a meet- investigators looking into a pipe daughters of one of the professors
ing Friday at the University of bomb sent to one of Bishop's col- killed said they were shocked that
Alabama in Huntsville. She was leagues, Dr. Paul Rosenberg, at Bishop was hired by the univervocal in her resentment over being Children's Hospital Boston in sity, given her past.
"I think they need to do a little
denied tenure and the looming 1993. The bomb did not go off,
more investigation when comtoss of her teaching post, though and nobody was ever charged.
Bishop's father-in-law, Jim ing down to hiring teachers and
relatives and students said she
had never suggested she might Anderson, told The Associated things like that. Maybe looking a
Press his son and daughter-in- little deeper into their past about
become violent
The outbreak of violence was law "were cleared when the evi- certain things. This is a lot comfollowed by a weekend of revela- dence proved they had nothing ing out ... It's a shocker," said
Melissa Davis, whose stepmothtions that Bishop had a difficult to do with it."
He said ATF conducted the er was Maria Ragland Davis, on
past that she did not discuss with
ABC's "Good Morning America"
investigation.
her Alabama colleagues.
"They focused on the wrong on Monday.
In 1986, Bishop shot and killed
Her sister Iatashia Davis said
her 18-year-old brother with a persons and let the bad guy(s)
INTELLIGENT

SOLUTIONS

FOR

she was angry and questioned
how Bishop was hired by the
school with her background.
Still, those who knew Bishop
said nothing suggested she might
become violent. Several family
members, friends and students
said the intelligent and-at times
awkward teacher seemed normal
in the hours before police say she
opened fire in a faculty meeting
Friday afternoon.
Investigators have declined
to discuss a motive, but Bishop
didn't hide her displeasure over
the fact she'd been denied tenure
— a type of job-for-life security
afforded to academics.
Police say the gun she's accused
of using in the Alabama shooting
wasn't registered, and investigators don't know how or where she
got it
Bishop, who has four children,
was arrested soon after the shooting and charged with capital murder. Three counts of attempted
murder were filed against Bishop
over the weekend, according to
jail records. Her husband was
detained and questioned by
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police but has not been charged.
lames Anderson said his wife
had an attorney but would not say
who it was. He declined further
comment to The Associated Press
on Sunday. However, he told the
Chronicle of Higher Education
earlier in the day that he had no
idea his wife had a gun — nor did
he know of any threats or plans
to carry out the shooting when
he dropped her off at the faculty
meeting Friday.
lust after the shooting,
Anderson told the Chronicle, she
called and asked him to pick her
up. She never mentioned the
shooting he said.
UAH student Andrew Cole was
in Bishop's anatomy class Friday
morning and said she seemed
perfectly normal.
Kourtney Lartimore, 19, a

sophomore studying nursing
who had Bishop for anatomy
and physiology courses, said she
didn't notice anything out of the _
ordinary.
"She was fine. It was a normal
day," Lattimore said.
Bishop had worked closely
for three years with Dick Reeves,
who had been CEO of BizTech,
which had been working with
her to market a cell incubator she
invented to replace traditional
equipment used in live cell cultures. Bishop often mentioned
the issue of tenure in their discussions, Reeves said.
"It was important to her," he
said.
However, the two had spoken as early as Wednesday, and
Reeves said she showed no signs
of distress.
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Falcons fly over Cardinals
BASKETBALL
Thomas named
Athlete of the Week
BG basketball player Scot!
Thomas was named the Papa
John's Athlete of the Week
after averaging 16 points
and eight rebounds in BG's
wins against Northern Illinois
and Miami this past week

ONLINE
Become a BG News
Sports fan on
Facebook
The BG News sports section
has a Facebook fan page.
Log on to your Facebook and
search for "BG News Sports"
to become a fan and receive
instant BG sports news.
www.facebook.com

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to log on to The BG
News Sports Blog for continued news and updates on
your favorite Falcon teams.
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LEAP: Breanne Guy competes in a meel earlier lhi> season. BG improved lo 5-0 in the MAC with its win at Ball State on Sunday.

www.bgnewssports.com

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Twitter

BG gymnasts win fourth consecutive meet

The BG News sports section
has a Twittet feed Be sure
to log on while your favorite
team is playing. We may have
in-game updates.
www.twitter.com/bgnewssports

OURCA'
Today in
Sports History
1992-The LA Lakers retire
Magic Johnson's No. 32.

By C J Watson
Reporter

httitor's mile: Viis imvl Ux>k place late Sunday
The Bowling < inen gymnastics team brought its impressive
win streak to four in a tow on Sunday, OS they defeated Hall
State 191575 to 190.475 in Muncie, Ind
The Falcons posted their highest scoring total of the year
nn the balance beam to pull ahead of the Cardinals for the
win. Breanne Guy; Queenita Gamble, Megan Chronister
and DanielleWishart performed exceptionally well, as they
took the top four spots, respectively.
Coach Kerne Reach explained how crucial senior walkon Chronister has been for the team all year.
"She's the first person up on bars and beam and she's been
so consistent week after week," Beach said. "It's really impor-

tant to have that first person go out and hit their routine to
get your whole lineup started, so I really have to give her a
lot of credit."
Wishart kept her hot streak alive and tied for first place on
the vault with a 9.750 and led the Falcons on the floor with a
9.700 to put her solidly in third place for the event.
Hall State came out on top in the other three events and
was ahead until HG put together their best showing on the
beam all year. In the past, BG has had trouble on the liars
and beam, but things were much different in this meet
"To be honest, this is where we started and ended the
meet," Reach said. "Our first event was the bars and our final
event was the beam. We started strong and ended strong.
We stumbled a bit on the floor exercise. They just stayed
with it until the end and remain focused. Their effort is really
why we won the meet."

Coach Beach attributes the higher scores on bars and
beam to practice. Both events were a focus throughout the
week, and it really showed in the meet.
Guy won her second all-around medal of the year as
she posted a 38.375 for the Falcons. Kasey Fillmore wasn't
far behind as she performed consistently in the all-around
and finished with a 37.975.
"Breanne had a little bit of a rough time on the floor, but
came back and won the beam and did a great job there,"
Beach said. "She's had some nagging injuries and she really
kept herself together to keep us going the whole meet."
BG extends their record to 4-2 overall and 3-0 in the MidAmerican Conference. The Noons will play host to Eastern
Michigan on Sunday, Feb. 21 at 2 p.m.
This will be BG's first home meet since they defeated
Northern Illinois on Ian. 24 in the team's home opener,

1984—Bill Johnson is the
first American to win gold in

Drama is what makes

Olympic downhill skiing.
1972—Wilt Chamberlain is

the Olympics worthwhile

the first NBA player to reach,
30.000 career points.

The List
The BG gymnastics team
handed Ball State a 191.575190.475 loss in Muncie, Ind.,
on Sunday. Today we look at
the top five performances.

THE WINTER
OLYMCKS
The viewers guide to
tonights NBC primetime coverage
Compiled by Becky Tener

1. Guy: Breanne Guy
picked up her second allaround medal of the season
after posting a 38.375.

2. Fillmore: Kasey
Fillmore was right behind her
teammate, finishing second
to Guy in the all-around with
a 37.975.

• American
Evan Lysacek
performs his first
of two programs,
in his gold medal
guest in men's
figure skating.

3. Christman: Dawn
Christman finished third in
the all-around for BG with a
36.500 mark.

4. Wishart: Danielle
Wishart tied for first place on
the vault with a 9.750 and led
the Falcons on the floor with
a 9.700.
5. Eaton: Monica Eaton
finished second on the
uneven bars with a 9.775,

•In '06 American
Lindsey
Jacobellis
lost gold to
premature
celebration in
Snowboardcross.
See if she
makes the same
mistake again.

helping BG to a 48.150 mark
on the uneven bars, its second
highest mark of the season.

•The U.S. goes
up against
Norway in men's
curling.

IT w I
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"Drama just makes
the Olympics exciting
and impossible to stop
watching, whether

The Olympics are full of drama,
like a soap opera for the whole
guiltily ridiculous or
world to watch.
Rut even though dramatic tanheart-wrenchingly
gles taint the ideally pure games, I
wouldn't have it any other way.
tragic..."
Drama just makestheOlympics
exciting and impossible to stop
Tonight, men's figure skating
watching, whether guiltily ridicu- starts with what is being called
lous or heart-wrenchingly tragic.
the most heated men's competiThese games began sadly with tion in history. Olympic drama
death of a young Georgian com- seems to thrive in the figure
petitor in the luge, not only pull- skating rink.
ing a dark cloud over the games
I can't think of one Olympics
but striking fear in all Olympians that didn't involve some kind of
for their safety on the track.
controversy dealing with jumps,
Then, Saturday night, the world judges or shoestrings.
watched American short-track
Before the '94 games, American
speed skater Apolo Ohno endure Nancy Kerrigan was attacked after
the crash-filled 1,500 meter race.
a practice session at U.S. nationHe skillfully made it to the als.
finals, where it appeared he would
The highest number of viewers
not medal with a wall of South in Olympic history was clocked
Korean skaters between him and during the women's figure skatthe podium.
ing finals at those games.
But in short-track, falls are comSo, as long as the only thing
mon and usually happen at the being attacked is the ice and qualeast opportune moments. This druple salcows, tonight should be
time, two Koreans fell in his favor. intense, yet enjoyable.
Ohno and teammate J.R. Celski
Even Canada's lackluster
weather has people talking:
won silver and bronze.
American alpine skier Lindsey all rain and no snow, makVonn was the most hyped athlete ing everything wet, icy and
going into the games.
dangerous.
But the uncertainty of the
When she arrived in Vancouver,
she dropped a bomb on gold medal winners, weather and who will
hopes with a shin injury that could do something dumb is enough
keep her offthc podium.
to keep me watching.

SPORTS
BRIEF
Hewit cited for disorderly conduct
BG sophomore golfer Parker Hewit was cited for
disorderly conduct, unable to care (or self, on East
Woostei Street early Friday morning, according to
police reports
Hewit. who was one of just two Falcons to compete in all 54 rounds last season, will miss the team's
first tournament of the spring season on March 8-10.
when BG will be in Humacao. Puerto Rico, competing in the Palmas Del Mar Intercollegiate.
, Last year. Hewit averaged 75.76 through 54
rounds He shot a career-best 69 at the Xavier
Invitational and finished tied for 50th at the MidAmerican Conference Championships

Miller approaching
200th overall win
By Paul Barney
Assistant Sports Editor

Curt Miller has accomplished
a lot in his nine years as coach
of the BG women's basketball
team.
In fact, you couldn't have
scripted it any better.
After BG's win against Ohio
on' Saturday, the Falcons have
won at least 20 games for the
seventh consecutive season
— tying the Mid-American
Conference record with Kent
State — posting seven consecutive 20-win seasons from 199596 to 2001-02.
"That's a pretty good run for
us," Miller said after Saturday's
game.
The run explains it all.

In his nine years, Miller has
put the women's basketball
program on the map, on a MAC
level as well as a national level.
He has taken his team to the
MAC Championship game five
out of the last six years, winning
three tournament titles.
Miller's 2006-07 team went
31-4, posting the most wins in
a season by a MAC basketball
team, men's or women's.
In fact, BG advanced to the
NCAA's "Sweet Sixteen," beating
Oklahoma State and Vanderbilt
in the first and second rounds.
That was the first MAC women's team to advance to the
NCAA's "Sweet Sixteen."
Last year, Miller guided the
MILLER i
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O'Neal fitting in
with Cavaliers
ByTomWiih.r»
The Associated Press

Nowadays, this is how Shaq
rolls.
Cramming his 7-foot-1,
325-plus pounds into a fourwheeled office chair straining
at its screws, Shaquille O'Neal
raises those size 23 sneakers
and slides across the Cavaliers
practice court in Independence,
Ohio, like a kid sledding down a
snow)' hill.
Nobody's in his path — not
yet.
The Big Diesel, though, is
searching to destroy. Gliding
across the hardwood, he spots
some targets: a group of reporters, looking like human bowling pins.
O'Neal pretends he can't stop,
but before contact and untold
injuries, he pushes off in the
opposite direction and crashes
into a wall, spilling slowly from
his seat.
Everyone cracks up. O'Neal's
fine. The wall holds up, too.
It's a classic Shaq moment:
O'Neal is 37 — going on 13.
Weeks shy of another birthday, the center of this NBA generation and four-time champion is having a blast in his
first season with the Cleveland
Cavaliers.
"This is the funnest, funniest team I've ever been on in
my life," Shaq said, keeping
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"This is the funnest,
funniest team I've ever
been on in my life.''

8 4

one eye on a few teammates
holding a post-practice dunk
contest. "This is a close-knit
group."
Shaq Daddy is helping them
bond.
Pried away in a trade with
Phoenix last June to aid LeBron
lames' drive for a first championship, O'Neal has helped the
Cavs move atop the league's
standings and positioned them
to end the city's 46-year drought
without a major sports title.
The preseason speculation
that this arranged marriage
with lames might not work was
off base.
O'Neal and lames are happy
together, two icons sharing the
spotlight without an outward
trace of jealousy.
As long as the Cavs are winning, there won't be any trouble.
"It's his show and I'm just trying to make him look good,"
O'Neal said. "If we were the
same age there might be a litde
tension, but I'm on my way
out."

DEADLY FLIES
The most dangerous animal in the
world is the common housefly.
Because of their habits of visiting
r\ antnTaT-waste, they transmit more
th

^p'inn.v other animal.
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Shaquille O'Neal | Cavs center

FUN FACT:
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SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles lor FREE.

CHRISTINA MCGINNIS
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CELEBRATE: Curt Miller celebrates his 100th coreer MAC win earlier this season.

MILLER
From Page 6

Falcons to a 29-5 mark, which
is the second-highest win total
in school history, and hosted
Syracuse in the second round of
the Women's National Invitation
Tournament.
Not to mention BG had a 25game win streak last season
and were ranked No. 2~> in the
nation.
Miller has won the MAC Coach
of the Year the last five seasons,
becoming the first ever coach to
IK named MAC Coach of the Year
in five consecutive seasons.
Also, he has been named
the Russell Athletic/Women's
Basketball Coaches Association
Region 4 Coach of the Year in
Newer Construction
Two Story duplexes
3 Bedrooms 2 Baths
On site Laundry
3 Unrelated Tenants
9.5 & 12 Month Leases
Ceramic Tile
$760/mo 3 people+253/mo
(419) 535-5800
www.meccabg.com

afifccA
Management Inc.

t h ree of the last four seasons.
Today, Miller has the falcons at
20-6 overall and 10-2 in the MAC,
with a one-game lead over Akron
and Kent State (both 9-3) in the

MAC East Race.
Miller has posted solid numbers in the MAC o\er the years,
and this season is no except ion.
In a home game against
Eastern Michigan on Ian. 23.
Miller picked up his lOOth MAC
win as coach of the Falcons,
becoming just the seventh coach
in MAC history — and the second fastest - to teach 100 conference victories.
He nails only Kent State's Bob
Lindsay and former Toledo coach
Mark F.hlen for most overall MAC
wins.
Reaching 100 conference wins
was a huge step in Miller's career

with BG, and one that speaks vol"Miller has posted
umes about the type of coach
he is.
solid numbers in the
And Miller is about to take
another step into the BG record
MAC over the years,
books.
In the falcons' next win. Miller
and this season is no
will have reached 200 overall wins
as coach of BG.
exception..."
When he does hit that mark, he
will become the fastest coach to amount of time.
On May 8,2001, Miller came
200 overall wins in MAC history.
Through 278 games, Miller to BG and spoke of a plan
to turn the Falcon women's
currently stands at 199-79.
Lindsay and Ehlen, who basketball team into a MAC
lead Miller on the MAC wins contender.
He talked about a five-year
list, took much longer to get
to 200 overall wrins, reaching plan to return the Falcons to
the mark in their 308th and the success they had previously
292nd career game, respec- endured under coaches Fran
Voll and laci Clark.
tively.
Today, it's safe to say that
Miller has won a lot of
games at BG in just a short Miller was a man of his word.

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
FOR FALL 2010
COLUMBIA
COURTS

HEINZ APTS

ENTERPRISE
SQUARE

451 & 424 Frazee
808 & 818 N. Enterprise

903-935 Thurstin

• 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths
• Furnished
S885oo
• Starting at
Per month
+ utilities
• On-site laundry
•Air Conditioning
• Fireplace, Microwave,
Dishwasher & Garbage
Disposal
■ Plenty of parking

• 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths
■ Furnished
J750oo
> Starting at
P«r month
+ utilities
■ On-site laundry
• Dishwasher/Garbage
Disposal
> Air conditioning &
Fireplaces available for
an additional cost

506 & 514 N. Enterprise
■ 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths
1
Furnished
• Starting at ^ $93o°°~
+ utilities
^f^m°nth.
■ On-site laundry
Air Conditioning
• Fireplace. Microwave,
Dishwasher & Garbage
Disposal
• Plenty of parking

FREE WIRELESS INTERNET
445 E Wooster St
Bowling Greon. OH 43402

Hours:
Monday - Friday 9am - 5pm
Saturday: 10am - 3pm

419-352-0717
wwwgreenbnarrentals com

Listings Available On-Line
Visit www.johnnewloverealestate.com
GREAT EARNING POTENTIAL
FLEXIBLE HOURS
VALUABLE SALES EXPERIENCE
STUDENTS MUST HAVE
Excellent communication skills
Be highly motivated
Have own transportation
The position runs through
Spring Semester.
Applications must be
turned in no later than
February 22nd!
FOR MORE INFORMATION
contact: Tonya Whitman
at 372-0430 or
twhltma@bgsu.edu

GREAT EXPERIENCE • GREAT PAY

Great Selection of
Houses & Apartments
in Good Locations!
Available for 2010-2011

STOP
by our office &
pick up the
New Listings!

•
•
•
•

We have Efficiencies. I Bedroom and 2 Bedroom Apartments.
In most cases, furnished and unfurnished are the same price.
In most cases, water, sewer, and trash are included.
Complete rental listing available on-line and in rental office.

WE HAVE UMTS READY FOR IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY!

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 K. Wooster Street. Bowling Green. OH
Located Across From Taco Bell.
RENTAL OFFICE |4I"| 354-2260
Hours- Monday to Friday - 8:30 to 5:30 • Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00
uwu.johnneuloverealestate.com

?; i ■ 11

-nil
" I i-n-

CLASSIFIEDS

8 Tuesday. February 16.2010

WWW.BGVIEWS.COM

THINKING BACK ON LAST PRESIDENTS DAY
The Daily Crossword Fix
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
15
17
18
23
24
25
26

Pacific island nation
Research paper abbr.
Honeymooner, probably
Wee, to Burns
Unruffled
Polygamous household
group
Cop _
FICA funds it
Sushi bar serving
"Symphony of a Thousand"
composer
Judy Jetson's brother 38 Frock wearer
39 Confused
Leave speechless
First name in country 40 Talk on and on, and
a hint to the threeRaised
letter starts of 16-.
"The Prince of Tides"
22-, 43- and 51co-star
Across
Quaint complaint
Medalworthy behavior 41 Like some swarms
42 Type of printer
Homecoming guest
43 Gaucho's rope
Conk

27 Juegos Olimpicos goal 44 Related to the

CATCHING UP: Freshmen Undsey Landversicht (left) and Erin Wells (right) enjoy a quiet dinner after a cra/y day on campus. When

ACROSS

asked what they thought about Presidents Day. the students said they were too used to hawing it off Both freshmen visited the campus last
year on Presidents Day and said it was different being on the other side.

For Rent

For Rent
House for Rent 225 Palmer Ave.
3BR. 1 bath
Call 419-353-5078

I In- (Hi \< ivs w '] '.. ■ knmviiiRK
.iicqn Bdventemenii thai dkcrim
inaic. or •ncounfe dJfcrimtaution
.tK'iiMM .iin Individual m K""'P on
iiu- h.tsis HI race, sex color, creed,
religion, national origin sexual ort
oniailon. divihility. si.uus .is ,< MM■ran. <>t on the batut >ii any other
k'Rally protected itatus

12 month leases starting May 2010
122 N Enterpnse- 1BR S390/mo
849 Sixth- 1BR. $325/mo
322 E Court- iBRapt.
S440/mo includes all util
234 N Enterpnse • 2BR S580/mo
420 S College - 3BR. 1ba. S690/mo
837 3rd St - 3BR. 2ba S855/mo
847 2nd - 3BR. 2ba. $9l5/mo.
Call for August available rentals
www.BGAparlments.com
Smith Apt. Rentals - 410-352-8917

Campus Events

2 BR duplex, private parking & patio
836 Scott Hamilton Clean 8 quiet
Avail 5/1/10 $560/mo ♦ util
Call 419-352-1104

Classified Ads
419-372-6977

Summer Job A Internship Fair
Wednesday March 3. 11am-3pm
Student Union Ballroom

Help Wanted
'BARTENDING'up to S3O0/day No
exp necessary Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174
Play Sports' Have Fun' Save Money1
Maine camp needs counselors tor
all land adventure S water sports
Great summer' 888-844-8080 apply
campcedar com
SUMMER OF YOUR LIFE!
CAMP WAYNE FOR GIRLS Children's sleep-away camp.
Northeast Pennsylvania 6'19-8/i5
If you love children and want a
caring, fun environment we need
Counselors for Tennis Swimming.
Golf. Gymnastics Cheerleading.
Drama. High & Low Ropes Team
Sports. Watersknng. Sailing. Pamtmg/Drawing. Ceramics. Silkscreen
Pnntmaking Batik Jewelry. Calligraphy. Photography Sculpture. Guitar
Aerobics Self-Defense. Video.
Piano. Other Administrative.
CDL Driver Nurses iRN's & Nursing
Students). Bookkeeper. Nanny
On campus interviews February 24
Select The Camp
That Selects The Best Staff1
Call 215-944-3069 or apply at
Kww.campwaynegirls com

2 rooms for rent in house utils incl
Furn rooms w/ TV. W/D clean &
quiet S250/mo Larry-419-354-6117
2010-2011. 1 &2BR. Mayor Aug
1 & 2 BR avail now short & long
term For more into call 354-9740
or contact ghoverson@woh.rr.com
213 W Evers 3BR. 2 bath-S760'mo
235 Buttonwood. 4BR 2 ba-S950/mo
Near downtown 3 BR carriage
house w/1 5 baths -S850/mo
330 Liberty. 4BR 2 bath-SlOOO/mo
Call 419-356-5437

LG 2 BR modern townhouse,
spiral staircase, vaulted ceilings,
new kitchen & bath, garage. A/C.
$650/mo. call 419-352-1104.
Look for more listings on the
BG News website housing directory
www bgviews com
manenrentals.com
Click on listings, then call
419-352-3445. hours are 9-9

NEW REOUCED RENT
HOUSESI HOUSES! HOUSES!
May Lease 2010-2011
1331/2 S College - 3br 2 ba S950/m
824 5th St - 4 br 2 ba S1000/mo.
August Lease 2010-2011
227 S College - 3 br 1ba S9S0/mo.
402 S College - 3 br 1 ba S825/mo
FROBOSE RENTALS
500 Lehman Ave. 419-352-6064
www.troboserentals.com
Housing Directory
www bgviews com

1 Bogs
5 New moon, e.g.
10 Month, in Mexico
13 Short article
14 Memory mishap
15 Brewer's need
16 India's first prime minister
19 Lead-in for suited or timed
20 Slurpee alternative
21 Wrinkle-resistant fabric
22 Washington wine region
26 Used the alley, in a way
26 Tweak, e.g.
29 Nymph associated with Artemis
30 Careful shopper's criterion
32 Pea holders
33 Malice
34 Thompson of 'Sense and
Sensibility"
38 Taxpayer, e.g.
39 Iraqi, for instance
40 Subway Restaurants spokesman
_Fogle

42 Lake that's a source of the
Mississippi
43 Chicago 'L,' e.g.
46 Leg bone
47 Actress Sommer
48 Model Landry
51 Part of a twill suit
55 Southernmost cross-country
U.S. highway
56 Rubberneck
57 Chick tenders
58 Away partner
59 Letter-shaped opening
60 May race, for short

ANSWERS
a

A

3 BR townhouses. lease for 2010s/y.
Scott Hamilton St 4th St & 5th St
Clean and well maintained
Call 419-409-1110 or 419-352-4456
3BR house 423 Clough St
StOOO'mo avail May '10
Call 419-354-0099

*

"10-11 sy leases/apts houses efts
930 E Wooster avail Again 6 bdrm
Cartyrentals com 353-0325 9a-9p
1 & 2 BR apts. close to campus.
available NOW May & August
Call 419-708-9981
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For Rent

For Rent

Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only

f™\

Shamrock Studios
Winter Special on Studio Apt
Semester leases. S425/mo. furn
We provide all util. cable. WiFi.
Call 354-0070 or ShamrockBG com

Days Inn

S Smith Contracting LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 10-2, M-F.
www bgapartments com

• Rooms equipped with
fridge, microwave &
stove
• King or two double beds

www meccabg com
Mecca Management, Inc
419-353-5800

• Free cable TV
• Free local & long
distance calls
• Hair dryer and
coffee maker available
in room
• Free continental breakfast
• Bob Evans & Fricker in
walking distance

LESS PAY
iE PLAY

Right Across from BGSU!

$39.95/daily
$180/week

3BR each w/ private full bath
close to campus. S950/mo
Call 419-708-9981
424 E Wooster. Lg 3 BR apt. great
location avail Fall 2010 $950/mo,
utils incl Call 419-352-5882

(Bring ad and save another 10%)

p: 419-352-1520
f: 419-354-3182
1740 E. Wooster St.

426 E Wooster. large 1 BR apt.
Avail Fall 2010. S475/mo. utils Incl
Call 419-352-5882

1-2 Bedroom Apartment*

•"Avail now 1 & 2 apts.
EfflowasS275
Cartyrentals com 353-0325 9a-9p
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*

5BR. 3 bath home on Wooster St
Available May
Call 419-352-1104

For Rent

N

S N 3
1 3
3 1
1 1 V

2BR apts. 4th St pets OK. reduced
price. S490/mo *gas/elec water incl
Call 419-409-1110 or 419-352-4456
3 BR apts. recently updated1
619 High St BG Available May
Small pets OK. call 419-308-3525

■ kidneys
45 Last Olds off the line
46 Cry after a hard
week
49 Extend credit
50 Minuscule
52 It ends in Nov.
53 Part of 46-Down
54 Fraternity letter

30 African grassland
31 "Wheel of Fortune"
purchase
33 Competed
34 Tony's portrayer on
-NYPD Blue"
35 All wet
36 Buddy
37 Santa _, seat of
California's Orange
County

COURTNEY SIELLAK . THE BG NEWS

From Only $504!

Apt tor sub-lease, downtown BG.
S500/mo no new deposit
Call 419-508-3096

On selected floor plans
Ground floor ranch
Private entrance
Patio
Now Open
Spacious kitchen Saturdays
10-3! I
Pets welcome!

BG Apts-818/822 2nd St.
2BR Apts Avail May or August.
S490/S500 » util, 12 mo lease
www.BGApanments.com
Smith Apt. Rentals - 419-352-8917

REE HEATWUttITt SQUANt
AftUlMtNTt

1

N

a

H GYPSY l A Vi

419-906-4729 «"

1 Shopp«On
1——1 South M*.n

BUYTW0

- Burrito Idol Winners -

GET 0N(.

Megan Choszceyk
Tyler Donahue

FREE'

WWW.SPEFDYBURRITOS COM

CIP 7/31/11

t

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments
419-353-7715 t=*

425 E. WOOSTER • BEHIND THE NEW DOMINO'S

And the

REE
REN
winner is...

RIC HUFFORD!!

1045 N. Main St.
I Bowling Green, OH 43402
(419) 353-5800
www.meccaba.com

Management If

114 S. Main St.
117 N. Main St.
109 1/2 N. Main St.

#H

& G

2 Gyros

ta

».99!

Thufyjays only, witst piwni coupon with puite

SOUTH
SIDE

BGSTUDENTHOUSING.COM
STANOAtfD TIXT BATES APPIY

111 AN AMERICAN CAMPUS COMMUNITY

Newlove
Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

419.352.8639 • 737 S. Main St
www.southside6.com

• Downtown apartments
• Conveniently Located
i Starting at $325

